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Hybrid compact 
mixer / USB

interface 

ZEDi-8 gives musicians, recording artists and venues the ruggedness and 
hands-on control of an analogue mixer, paired with the versatility and 
convenience of a 2x2 USB interface. Whether it’s bouncing ideas around at 
home, performing live or recording tracks to share on YouTube and 
Soundcloud, ZEDi-8 is a versatile companion for every step of the creative 
journey. Featuring the new GSPre boutique preamp design, developed from 
the revered GS-R24 studio recording console, the ZED boasts exceptionally 
lowlow noise and massive headroom, with a signature analogue warmth and 
depth. Guitarists will be pleased to know that ZEDi-8 comes with a pair of 
Guitar DI high impedance inputs, allowing guitars to be plugged straight into 

the mixer without the hassle and expense of carrying separate DI boxes. 
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ZEDi-8 gives musicians, recording artists and venues the ruggedness and
hands-on control of an analogue mixer, paired with the versatility and
convenience of a 2x2 USB interface. Whether it9s bouncing ideas around at
home, performing live or recording tracks to share on YouTube and
Soundcloud, ZEDi-8 is a versatile companion for every step of the creative
journey. Featuring the new GSPre boutique preamp design, developed from
the revered GS-R24 studio recording console, the ZED boasts exceptionally
low noise and massive headroom, with a signature analogue warmth and
depth. Guitarists will be pleased to know that ZEDi-8 comes with a pair of
Guitar DI high impedance inputs, allowing guitars to be plugged straight into

the mixer without the hassle and expense of carrying separate DI boxes.
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Allen & Heath reserves the right to alter any information supplied in this document or any other document supplied hereafter.AP10391
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